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A quantum-dot transistor based on silicon self-assembled quantum dots has been fabricated. The
device shows staircases and oscillations in the drain current at room temperature. These data are
interpreted as due to single electron tunneling through the dots located in the shortest current path
between the source and the drain electrodes. The dot size calculated from the data is;7 nm, which
is consistent with the size of the self-assembled dots incorporated in the transistor. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~98!02147-0#
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Single electron tunneling and its application to vario
electronic devices have been studied extensively for m
than a decade.1 Recently, there have been a lot of brea
throughs for the fabrication of single electron transist
~SETs! operating at room temperature. Most of the roo
temperature SETs reported so far2–5 have been based on sil
con ~Si! technologies, except a few devices fabricated
scanning tunneling microscope nano-oxidation of metals6,7

The well-established Si technologies have made it poss
to reliably generate ultrasmall quantum dots. On the ot
hand, a quantum-dot transistor based on silicon will have
integration capability with other conventional Si devices.

Other than the nanolithographic definition, an interest
way of forming ultrasmall quantum dots is resorting to se
assembled growth techniques. Recently, a floating g
memory incorporating such Si self-assembled quantum
~SAQDs! has been successfully demonstrated.8 However, a
switching device using Si SAQDs has not been reported

In this letter, the fabrication and the characterization o
quantum-dot transistor utilizing Si SAQDs have been
ported. A few number of Si SAQDs with the diameter
8–10 nm are selected by the deposition of ultrasmall m
pads with the gap<30 nm. The current–voltage character
tics measured from the fabricated quantum-dot transistor
hibit staircases and oscillatory features at room temperat

The Si SAQDs used in the work have been grown in
conventional low pressure chemical vapor deposition rea
with 20% diluted silane (SiH4) source. The growth tempera
ture and the time are 620 °C and 15 s, respectively. Th
conditions have been obtained from the optimization pro
dures for the spontaneous decomposition and assemb
the dots.9–11 The substrate for SAQDs is a thermally grow
SiO2 layer with the thickness of 300 nm, on a~100! p-type Si
wafer. Figure 1~a! shows the top view of Si SAQDs. Th

a!Electronic mail: swhwang@kuccnx.korea.ac.kr
3120003-6951/98/73(21)/3129/3/$15.00
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diameter of the dots ranges from 8 to 10 nm and the aver
dot density is estimated to be 3.8531011 cm22. Several alu-
minum ~Al ! pads with nanometer dimensions are deposi
using standarde-beam lithography and liftoff procedures
Figure 1~b! shows an overview of the quantum-dot transist
The sharp-edged Al pads with the gap<30 nm are used as
the source and the drain electrode and the larger pad is
side gate for the dot potential control. The backside of
substrate has been contacted and been used as the back
Figure 1~c! shows the magnified image of the source and
drain pads. Simultaneous focusing of the Si dots and
metal pads is impossible due to the height difference. Ho
ever, it is expected from the dot density that there are at m
three quantum dots in the shortest path~along the maximum
electric field line! between the source and the drain pads. T
current–voltage characteristics between the source and
drain (I DS2VDS), the side-gate bias (VGS) characteristics,
and the back-gate bias (VBS) characteristics have been me
sured using an HP 4155 parameter analyzer. The device
been shielded in the box which has been modified from
HP 16442A test fixture.

Figure 2 shows theI DS2VDS and the differential
conductance–voltage (dIDS/dVDS2VDS) obtained from the
transistor of Fig. 1 at room temperature. Clear staircases
the periodicity of 0.27 V can be seen both in theI DS2VDS

and in thedIDS/dVDS2VDS traces. Figure 3 shows theI DS

2VBS traces at several values ofVDS’s. The current oscilla-
tions are noticeable in the data ofVDS510 and 30 mV and
the magnitude of the oscillations becomes negligible wh
VDS5100 mV. Neglecting small noisy peaks in the data, t
periodicity of the oscillation is 0.56 V whenVDS510 mV
and 0.52 V whenVDS530 mV. The current oscillations ar
observed also in theI DS2VGS characteristics~Fig. 4!. In the
case ofVGS scans, the gate leakage current is comparabl
I DS whenVGS>1.6 V. In the range 0.8,VGS,1.6 V, where
the leakage current is negligible, the amplitude of the os
lations in the case ofVDS5100 mV becomes smaller than i
9 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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the case ofVDS510 and 50 mV. The strength of the oscilla
tions in the rangeVGS>1.6 V does not diminish even whe
VDS5100 mV. However, the same periodicity of 0.16 V pe
sists in all the ranges ofVGS.

From the periodicity of the staircases, the sum of
junction capacitances of the dot,CD1CS is found to be
0.296 aF. The gate coupling capacitanceCG from the VGS

oscillation period is 0.285 aF and the back-gate coupl
capacitanceCB from the VBS oscillation is 1.01 aF. As a

FIG. 1. ~a! Scanning electron micrograph of self-assembled poly-Si qu
tum dots.~b! Atomic force microscope image of the quantum dot transis
fabricated by depositing several Al arms with nanometer sizes.~c! Magni-
fied view of the active region of the quantum dot transistor.
Downloaded 17 Apr 2013 to 143.248.118.122. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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result, the total self-capacitance of the dot (CD1CS1CG

1CB) is 1.59 aF, which leads to the dot diameter of 7.3 n
It is consistent with the average dot diameter observed in
scanning electron micrographs.

From the average dot density of 3.8531011 cm22, the
average dot-to-dot distance is estimated to be;16 nm. Since
the gap between the drain and the source electrode is
proximately twice larger than the dot-to-dot distance, ther
a possibility that the observed data are originated from
more complicated configuration of more than one dot, in
maximum electric field region between two sharp-edg
pads. In the case of multiple dots, the oscillations inI DS

would show multiple periods if the gate-coupling capa
tance of one dot is different from those of the others.12 In our
case, only one period is observed in the oscillations. T
location of the gate in our transistor is much farther than
dot-to-dot distance. Furthermore, the sizes of the dots par
pating in the transport are expected to be uniform as can
seen in Fig. 1~a!. These result in the same gate-coupli
capacitance value for each dot, and thus, a single-period
cillation. The final point is whether Coulomb staircase can
seen in a multiple dot topology. A recent experiment13 and
calculation14 suggest that Coulomb staircases are observa
in the multiple dot structure when the variations in the d
size and the junction capacitance value are small, such a
our case.

The main difference between the back gate and the
gate is that the side gate is directly connected to the so
and the drain electrode by many dots on the substrate. In
bias region where the side gate leakage current is compar
to I DS, a current path consisting of a large number of d

-
r

FIG. 2. I DS2VDS and dIDS/dVDS2VDS characteristics measured from th
quantum dot transistor at room temperature.

FIG. 3. I DS2VGS characteristics at several differentVDS values.
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://apl.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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and tunnel junctions between the side gate and the so
electrode can be open. However, the oscillations inI DS per-
sist since the side gate still performs potential modulation
the dots.

In conclusion, the quantum-dot transistor incorporat
Si SAQDs has been fabricated. TheI DS2VDS, the I DS

2VBS, and theI DS2VGS characteristics measured from th
transistor at room temperature have been interpreted as
to single electron tunneling through a small number of qu
tum dots between the drain and the source electrode.

FIG. 4. I DS2VBS characteristics at several differentVDS values.
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